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1. ABSTRACT

This bachelor project concerns the implementation of session types through the process
calculus called HO [Kouzapas et al., 2016b]. In particular, it explores the framework for
Haskell called Cloud Haskell [Epstein et al., 2011] to simulate decomposed HO processes,
that can be typed using minimal session types. This serves as an illustration of how typing
systems could be implemented in languages with minimal support for session types. In
the course of the project, many important properties regarding HO and Cloud Haskell are
identified and taken into consideration when translating the decomposed processes. The
outcome of the project is an extension of the Haskell implementation of the decomposition
function, called MISTY [Arslanagic et al., 2019], which takes the output of this implemen-
tation and gives executable Cloud Haskell programs that simulate the output.

2. Introduction

Session types formalize communication between multiple processes in a distributed setting.
In particular, they specify the structure of the message-passing protocol between these
processes [Arslanagic et al., 2019]. A session type is in principle an extension of a type in a
programming language. Whereas normal data types only give the basic information of what
an object represents (integer, character, boolean...), a session type also indicates to each
process in what sequence it should send or receive each type as well as other information
such as what choice of data type each process can send or receive and how the other process
should respond to each option [Vasconcelos, 2011]. To give a simple example, we can take a
look at the session type P = (!Int;!Int;?Bool;end). This session type indicates that the
process should first send two integers and then expect a boolean and finally stops. Each
session type also has a corresponding session type called a dual, where sending and receiving
are reversed from the original. The dual of P would be P’ = (?Int;?Int;!Bool;end).

Session types enforce safety and liveness in distributed systems since they give a
clear indication of what sequence of events should occur at any given time during the
communication. When looking at a concurrent programming language like Go, it has
a minimal typing interface. Processes communicating know what types to expect from
certain messages; however, this typing interface does not ensure safety and liveness, since
the channels may lose at any time and a message passed to a closed channel will cause
an exception [Lange et al., 2017]. Implementing proper session typing could ensure these
missing properties as it would make the entire communication process clearly defined on
both ends from the outset.

A novel solution is presented in [Arslanagic et al., 2019], where a process calculus
named HO, which incorporates session types, is translated as a process typed by minimal
session types using a theoretical decomposition function. This outputted process could
be incorporated into a typing system such as the one in Go, allowing the user to define
a complete communication process, then translate it into one that is compatible with the
language.

The goal of this thesis is to explore the possibility and ultimately translating the
decomposed process into executable Haskell code. In particular, the Cloud Haskell [Watson,
2019] extension, which features process and communication tools for programming Haskell
code for distributed applications.

The extension was originally purposed for building Haskell programs for computation
tasks designed for parallel computation [Epstein et al., 2011]. However, it does feature all of
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the tools necessary for this project’s purposes and it naturally extends the already created
MISTY [Arslanagic et al., 2019] program, which is written in Haskell.

In this paper, we begin by presenting the theoretical background, which includes a short
description of the HO calculus and the decomposition function. We then describe Cloud
Haskell and its properties and details that are relevant for the HO translation. Finally, we
describe the implementation of the actual translation into Haskell code, which includes the
design decisions which had to be made, and a step-by-step comparison of different possible
instances in the decomposed HO process and their counterpart code.

3. HO calculus

Much like π-calculus, HO is a process calculus studied by Kouzapas et al. [Kouzapas
et al., 2016b] [Kouzapas et al., 2016a], which is a formal approach for modeling concurrent
systems. Process calculi serve as a tool for creating high-level descriptions of communication,
interaction and synchronization in a distributed setting (i.e. between multiple independent
processes) [Wikipedia, 2019].

To give an example, taking the session type for a process that checks for equality
between two integers S = (?Int;?Int;!Bool;end), the corresponding process in HO would
be P = u?〈x1〉.u?〈x2〉.u!〈b〉.0, where u and w represent two different names used by the
process P and x1, x2 and b represent variables that hold the respective values of types Int
and Bool.

3.1. Syntax. The syntax of HO is as follows:
n ::= a, b | s, s̄

u, w ::= n | x, y, z
V,W ::= x, y, z | λx.P
P,Q ::= u!〈V 〉.P | u?(x).P | u / l.P | u . li : Pii∈I | V u | P |Q | (νn)P | 0

Here, a, b, c . . . represent shared names, which are used for unrestricted, non-deterministic
communication and s, s̄ represent session names, which are used for linear, deterministic
interactions. In essence, shared names can be used multiple times, whereas session names
can only be used once. Dual endpoints of shared and session names are denoted with bars (n̄)
with the following equivalences: s = s and a = a. n,m, p . . . denote shared or session names
and x, y, z . . . denote variables. V,W . . . stand for first- and higher-order values which are
denoted by x, y, z . . . and λx.P respectively, where λx.P denotes an abstraction. Here x is
the input for the process P , as in any lambda expression. Finally, u!〈V 〉.P and u?(x).P
denote sending and receiving, where we write u!〈〉.P and u?().P , if the value is irrelevant.
u / l.P and u . li : Pii∈I denote selecting and branching between processes, respectively,
where u is the name over which this action is performed, l is the key and i is the index of
the process to be branched into. V u denotes application, where the name u is substituted
on the abstraction V . Lastly, (νn)P denotes the restriction of n to P , P |Q denotes parallel
composition (two processes running in parallel) and 0 denotes inaction (the end of an
individual process). HO does not include name passing or recursion, however, they can be
encoded in the language.

The operational semantics of HO are defined in terms of a reduction relation −→, which
is closed under the structural congruence, denoted by ≡:
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P |0 ≡ P1|P2 ≡ P2|P1 P1|(P2|P3) ≡ (P1|P2)|P3 (νu)0 ≡ 0
P |(νn)Q ≡ (νn)(P |Q)(n /∈ fn(P )) P ≡ Q if P ≡α Q

(λx.P )u −→ P{u/x} [App]
n!〈V 〉.P |n?(x).Q −→ P |Q{V /x} [Pass]

n / lj .Q|n . {li : Pi}i∈I −→ Q|Pj(j ∈ I) [Sel]
P −→ P ′ ⇒ (νn)P −→ (νn)P ′ [Res]
P −→ P ′ ⇒ P |Q −→ P ′|Q [Par]

P ≡ Q −→ Q′ ≡ P ′ ⇒ P −→ P ′ [Cong]
The structural congruence describes some basic equalities, such as the idempotency of 0
(P |0 ≡ P ), commutativity (P1|P2 ≡ P2|P1), associativity (P1|(P2|P3) ≡ (P1|P2)|P3), as
well as the scope of a restriction ((νu)0 ≡ 0) and equivalent processes with consistent, but
possibly different, naming schemes (≡α). The reduction relation is a bit more extensive.
Here, [App] denotes name application, where all instances of x in P are substituted by
u (same as in a lambda expression). [Pass] defines an interaction between two processes
where the value V is passed via the name n from P to Q and all occurrences of x in Q are
substituted by V . [Sel] denotes the select and branch interaction, where lj is selected in Q,
passed to P via the name n and the proper Pj process is executed out of all the possible
choices in I. [Res] describes that the reduction of the process P and the analogous but
restricted process (νn)P is the same. [Par] describes reduction when concerning parallel
composition, so, if P can be reduced to P ′ by itself, then the composition P |Q can be
reduced to P ′|Q. Finally, [Cong] describes, if P is congruent to Q and Q can be reduced to
Q′, which is congruent to P ′, then P can be reduced to P ′.

These rules describe the basic syntax and semantics of HO, which is needed when
translating it to real executable processes in Haskell. Any process that can be reduced
under these semantics to a null process (0), should, in theory, terminate in an analogous
implementation.

It is important to note here that the decomposition function, which will be later described
in detail, uses polyadic communication. That is, sending, receiving and applying multiple
values at once. This gives the additional two reduction rules:

(λx̃.P )ũ −→ P{ũ/x̃}

s!.〈Ṽ 〉.P |s?(x̃).Q −→ P |Q{Ṽ /x̃}
Where x̃ and ũ represent multiple values. The substitutions are simultaneous and the values
of x̃ are substituted by the values of ũ respectively. Polyadic communication and application
in HO can be encoded into regular HO. For this reason, any communication and application
in the decomposition function rules will be treated as polyadic and the regular rules will
simply be polyadic, but with length of 1.

3.2. Session Types for HO. HO introduces a session type system, which builds on process
types. It follows:
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U ::= C → � | C ( �
C ::= 〈S〉 | 〈U〉
S ::= end | !〈U〉;S | ?(U);S | ⊕ {li : Si}i∈I | &{li : Si}i∈I | µt.S | t

� denotes the process type. C → � and C ( � denote shared and linear higher-order types
(abstractions or values), which constitute the value types, denoted by U . Shared channel
types are denoted 〈S〉 and 〈U〉. Session types, denoted by S, follow the standard binary
session type syntax as given in [Honda et al., 1998]. The interpretation is analogous to the
HO syntax. end is the termination type, !〈U〉;S is the output type, followed by the type
of S and dually, ?(U);S is the input type. & and ⊕ denote the types for branching and
selecting respectively and µt.S denotes the recursive type, which is guarded, so µt.t is not
allowed.

Each session type in HO, much like regular session types, has its dual. Any communica-
tion between two processes using a session type should have the initial session type on one
end and the dual on the other. Obeying the two session types will ensure no errors occur. To
obtain a dual of a session type, output and input must be swapped in every instance. The
same goes for branching and selecting. There are three pairwise distinct environments in
HO session typing. The shared, the linear and the session environments, denoted by Γ,Λ,∆,
respectively:

Γ ::= ∅ | Γ, x : C → � | Γ, u : 〈U〉
Λ ::= ∅ | Λ, x : C ( �
∆ ::= ∅ | ∆, u : S

Γ maps variables and shared names to value types; Λ maps variables to linear higher-order
types and ∆ maps session names to session types. The full account of properties, rules and
typing judgements is given in [Kouzapas et al., 2016b], however it is not relevant for the
understanding of the implementation of the processes in this paper as the actual types in
the output Haskell code do not correlate to the session types themselves entirely.

The correlation between processes and session types in HO might not be entirely clear
at first glance. The basic idea is that each name (or in practice, each channel) has its session
type. This session type describes what and when this channel should send or receive. The
process calculus describes the communication on the scale of an entire running process,
whereas the session type describes what each channel in that process should expect to send
and receive. As will be shown later, Cloud Haskell channels and HO session types are
not entirely compatible and Haskell can in many cases automatically deduce the actual
type of each channel, so the resulting code for a process does not entirely follow its session
types. Another reason is that, since any abstraction that will be sent over a channel will
be serialized and Haskell doesn’t allow for introspection, its internal structure is hidden, so
only the input is known, which typed by the initial part of the session type.

4. Cloud Haskell

4.1. Basic introduction. We chose Cloud Haskell for several reasons. Firstly, Haskell’s
type system is well suited for designing session types. Secondly, Haskell’s type inference
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automatically identifies message types in the various sub-processes we execute, when we
simulate the entire HO process, as long as each channel has its type defined beforehand.
This makes creating automatically generated code a lot simpler than it would be in other
languages. Lastly, Cloud Haskell allows the use of typed channels, which are crucial in
simulating session types.

Cloud Haskell is a domain-specific language implemented in Haskell, based strongly
on the message-passing model of Erlang, which stipulates that individual processes in the
distributed system share no data and any data that needs to be communicated is sent
explicitly through messages. This allows for a truly distributed system where the failure of
one individual process does not cause errors in another.

This model requires Haskell to adopt remote processes. This introduces the problem
of serializing code and running it on different machines. We will cover this issue in detail
later in the description. Cloud Haskell’s solution for this problem allows the use of higher-
order functions as well as passing channels between processes, as long as they meet certain
conditions, such as locality when it comes to passing channels and serializability when it
comes to functions.

4.2. Nodes & Processes. As we have already mentioned, the basic unit of concurrency for
Cloud Haskell is the process, which is implemented by the Process monad. In practice, it is
a lightweight thread that behaves much like processes in common languages such as Erlang.
Each process can send and receive messages, which are asynchronous and buffered, meaning
they can be sent before the other end starts expecting them and they will be kept in a buffer
until they are accessed. When multiple messages are sent before they are accessed, they get
put into a queue, such that they can be read in the same order as they were sent.

Cloud Haskell processes run on "nodes" which correspond to nodes in Erlang. Nodes
serve as the back-end for communication and facilitate the actual transmission. Cloud
Haskell provides multiple available functions to create nodes and run processes on them,
such as:

newLocalNode :: Transport -> IO LocalNode
runProcess :: LocalNode -> Process () -> IO ()

Here the user is expected to provide the node with a Transport type from the network-
transport library, which implements the transport layer and must be provided with the
host’s address and port as well as the external address and TCP parameters. Once a node is
created, the user can run a process with the runProcess function and later spawn additional
local processes that will reside on this node as well.

4.3. Channels and typing. Untyped messages can be sent in Cloud Haskell using the
ProcessId.

send :: Serializable a => ProcessId -> a -> Process ()
expect :: Serializable a => Process a

The message is then read using the expect function, which searches for the first message
of the proper type in the process queue and, if none are available, it halts the process and
waits until it receives one. Data sent must be of type Serializable a, which constrains it
to data that can be encoded and decoded as byte strings.
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For this project, however, communication was used through channels. Channels in Cloud
Haskell are initialized and used with the provided functions:

newChan :: Serializable a => Process (SendPort a, ReceivePort a)
sendChan :: Serializable a => SendPort a -> a -> Process ()
receiveChan :: Serializable a => ReceivePort a -> Process a

The function returns a Process monad with a resulting tuple of a SendPort and a
ReceivePort, which are given a type that must be serializable, like all data that can
be communicated. Since the function returns a Process monad, it can only be used inside
processes, meaning, channels can only be initialized once a process is already running. Since
communicating through channels does not require any information but the ports and the
data itself, it makes sense, why channels need to be initialized inside a process as they inherit
the necessary information for sending and receiving data from the process itself. This does,
however, affect design decisions when it comes to creating programs that communicate via
channels.

From the initialization function, one might also notice that the channel is one way. The
SendPort is used for sending and the ReceivePort is used for receiving information. This
also heralds design decisions, especially when it comes to communicating with processes on
different nodes (i.e. remote processes).

Finally, we must mention that, while SendPort is an instance of the type class Serializable,
ReceivePort is not. This constraint preserves locality, meaning that it is always known from
the send-port, to which address and port the data must be sent. Should the receive-port be
serializable, it could be sent over to another node at which point, it’s address and/or port
could change, at which point the send-port would no longer hold the valid address of its
corresponding receive-port. As such, locality would be broken.

4.4. Serialization. As mentioned before, the type of each message transmitted with or
without channels in Cloud Haskell must be an instance of Serializable. Serializable data
types have two properties. They are instances of Binary and Typeable. The Binary class
allows Haskell to encode and decode a value into a lazy ByteString. The Typeable class
reifies types to some extent by associating type representations to types. This is important
as when searching for messages in the queue, they are all encoded into byte-strings, so
Haskell must have a way of identifying, which byte-string corresponds to which type. The
Typeable class allows for this.

One of the biggest issues to consider when running distributed processes in a higher-order
programming language such as Haskell is how to spawn remote processes with the given
set of instructions. To do so, one must define the function this remote process will execute,
so there has to exist a way for a function to be transmitted and to therefore be serialized.
Serialization of simple low-level values such as Int or Bool is trivial and therefore, almost
all of them are already instances of Serializable by default. Data structures such as Tree
can also be made serializable manually by defining them as instances. Serialization becomes
a bigger issue when it comes to actual functions and therefore process instructions.
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5. Serializability of functions

How to serialize functions was a significant design decision in the making of Cloud Haskell,
Therefore, the thought process will briefly be covered in this paper, as it also influences the
final results of this project.

The initial example is a simple function that receives a send-port and an additional
integer, which is a free variable in the lambda function, that is to be sent over to another
process:

sendFunc :: SendPort (Int -> Int) -> Int -> Process ()
sendFunc p x = sendChan p (\y -> x + y + 1)

The lambda function here has a free variable x. To serialize a function, one must also
serialize its free variables. The paper [Epstein et al., 2011] posits that the types of these free
variables are unrelated to the type of the function value and therefore it is unclear how to
serialize them.

5.1. A general explanation. A more general explanation of this problem is, should any
function be serializable, then serializability would have to be a structural property. A
structural property is the following:
If there exists a property that can be extended to a set of objects, if all objects contained in
this set have said property, then this property is called a structural property.
Serializability, however, is not a structural property of the function, “because Haskell’s view
of a function is purely extensional. In other words, all we can do with a function is apply it;
we cannot introspect on this internal structure.” [Epstein et al., 2011]

The type becomes unknown once the function is to be serialized and sent over to the
other end and cannot be interpreted, Haskell does not in principle allow for introspection of
functions. The immediate thought might be to simply apply the free variables and before
serializing the function, however, in this case, part of the computation is being done on the
wrong side of the distributed system.

5.2. Other solutions. One solution to this problem, which Cloud Haskell avoids is what the
paper terms “baked in” serialization. In essence, it works by letting the run-time system
serialize any value (including functions, objects, etc.) and adding a representation of its
code, then sending it over. This method is used in almost all higher-order languages, such
as Erlang or Java.

There are a few problems with this method. Firstly, it relies on a built-in notion of
serializability. This means that the programmer has very little control over how values
should be serialized without additional tools, such as function or object introspection (Java
uses introspection, for example, to allow the programmer to label certain fields as transient,
which prevents them from being serialized). Secondly, it is crucial that certain types such
as receive-ports are not serializable. Finally, this method of serialization is generally more
costly than the method Cloud Haskell introduces.
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5.3. The Cloud Haskell solution. The paper [Epstein et al., 2011] gives a formal definition
of this problem for its solution, which is the following. The initial assumption is taken that
all nodes are running the same code. This is how Cloud Haskell distributed computing is
implemented. The first observation to be made is that functions with no free variables can
be readily transmitted since they can be serialized as a single symbolic code address. This
holds true as the process is trivial since the same code is run on all machines.

To distinguish these values from others, the paper introduces a new type constructor
(Static τ), whose defining property is that a value of type (Static τ) can be serialized
without the knowledge of how to serialize τ . A Static value is serialized by first being
evaluated, then the code label for the result of the evaluation is serialized. In practice, this
means that a serializable function is evaluated, then the evaluation returns a pointer in the
machine code for this function, which is then serialized. This is why it is crucial that all
nodes run the same code. This type of serialization works for not only functions but also
data types such as Tree.

The Static type is then expanded to functions with free variables under the following
condition: A term (Static e) has type (Static τ) (a term e is serializable) if and only if all
of e’s free variables are bound at the top level. A top-level variable is one that is not nested
in any expression inside the function. To give an example:

id x = x -- x is top-level bound
f x = (x, 3) -- x is not top-level bound

The free variables of a function of type τ are considered its environment. The next step in
serializing a function is to convert it into a closure, that is, taking its static definition and
its environment and closing it. The next problem that arises is that multiple closures of the
same type may capture environments of differing types (e.g. the closures of two functions
of types Char -> Int and Int -> Int have the same type, however their environments do
not). The solution to this is to simply make the environment have to be serializable, which
Cloud Haskell enforces. The final issue is that now the receiving end cannot deserialize a
closure since it does not give it enough information about the function it’s closing. This is
why Cloud Haskell performs serialization and deserialization at closure-construction time
and not at closure-serialization time.

In practice, what this means is that the environment of any closure must be a ByteString
and the programmer must define separately how this environment is to be serialized and
deserialized. This is done by adding an encoder and decoder to the definition of the closure,
the typing of these decoders as well as the closures must also be defined in the form of a global
dictionary that holds this information on both ends. This dictionary is the RemoteTable,
which will be explained later in examples of Cloud Haskell serialization.

6. Cloud Haskell in Practice

6.1. Spawning Processes. Spawning processes in Cloud Haskell is rather straightforward,
though it differs depending on whether the process is local or remote. There are multiple
functions to spawn local and remote processes, the two most basic of which are:

spawn :: NodeId -> Closure (Process ()) -> Process ProcessId
spawnLocal :: Process () -> Process ProcessId
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The main important difference between these two functions, aside from one spawning a
remote and one a local process, is when we spawn a remote process, we must provide it with
a closure, whereas local processes do not need them. This creates a problem when it comes
to generating code automatically as creating closures of functions, as already described in
the previous section, is not trivial.

To give a simple example, the following are two definitions for spawning a process that
adds two numbers and returns the result via a channel. Here, the mkClosure function is
the provided Cloud Haskell function for creating closures, which uses Template Haskell to
construct the actual code to be compiled. remotable is used to create the RemoteTable
definition for the function to be closed. Above the type definition of the returnSumProcess
function is the type of the closure function that arises from using mkClosure, written as a
comment:

-- local process definition

spawnLocalProcess x y sp1 = spawnLocal $ do
z <- addTwoNums x y
sendChan sp1 z

-- remote process definition

--returnSumProcessClosure ::
-- Int -> Int -> (SendPort Int) -> Closure (Process ())
returnSumProcess :: Int -> Int -> (SendPort Int) -> Process ()
returnSumProcess x y sp1 = do

z <- addTwoNums x y
sendChan sp1 z

remotable[ ’returnSumProcess ]
spawnRemoteProcess x y sp1 = spawn nodeId

( $(mkClosure ’returnSumProcess) x y sp1 )

In the local version, the user can simply write the do statement as is. In the remote version,
it is necessary to define the entirety of its execution as a separate function, then close it
and apply all the necessary arguments before spawning the new process and declare the
function to be serialized in the RemoteTable, such that it can be deserialized in the remote
process. For operations that do not require two-way communication, this is not a problem,
as the two definitions are semantically identical. The issue comes when the use of channels
for both ways of communication is needed as a ReceivePort is not serializable such as, for
example, an Integer and a SendPort, which it must be, should it be applied as part of the
environment of the closed function.

6.2. Using and passing channels, local vs. remote. The following is a simple example of
using local processes and channels that communicate with each other:

runProcess nodeId $ do
(sp1, rp1) <- newChan :: (SendPort Int, ReceivePort Int)
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_ <- spawnLocal $ do
sendChan sp1 5

_ <- spawnLocal $ do
x <- receiveChan rp1
say $ "Received: " ++ (show x)

In the example, our node with the given NodeId spawns two local processes and gives them
each one part of a channel. The first sends the number 5 and the other receives it and prints
it out. The semantically equivalent code would not be possible using spawn as the node
could not simply pass the ReceivePort to the second process. In this simple example, one
could in principle use the spawnChannel function, which spawns a remote channel with an
already given ReceivePort and returns a SendPort to be used elsewhere. This, however, is
not scalable to more than one channel.

Although one cannot serialize a ReceivePort and therefore not directly use it in a
remote process, a SendPort is serializable, so there is a simple (though slightly redundant)
workaround to this issue using only channels. For each ReceivePort the remote process
should be given, one can spawn a SendPort of type SendPort a, such that the remote
process can spawn its own channel with a ReceivePort and send back the corresponding
SendPort for whichever type of data it should receive. This solves the issue of remote
ReceivePort-s, though the resulting code will be more complicated and costly in terms of
communication. The above example, translated to remote processes using this method, is
the following:

process1 sp2 x = do
sendChan sp2 x

process2 sp1 = do
(sp2,rp2) <- newChan (SendPort Int, ReceivePort Int)
sendChan sp1 sp2
x <- receiveChan rp2
say $ "Received: " ++ (show x)

remotable[ ’process1, ’process2 ]
runProcess nodeId $ do

(sp1,rp1) <- newChan :: (SendPort (SendPort Int),
ReceivePort (SendPort Int))

_ <- spawn nodeId2 ( $(mkClosure ’process2) sp1 )
sp2 <- receiveChan rp1
_ <- spawn nodeId3 ( $(mkClosure ’process1) sp2 5 )

From the example, it becomes apparent, how this type of channel passing can become quite
overwhelming and inefficient. One could use send and expect to shorten the code at least a
bit, though it would not help much in the long run.

6.3. Serializing and passing functions. So far we have seen how a simple function, such as
the process functions in the examples above, can be serialized using the provided mkClosure
function. The downside of using this method is that all of the arguments must be provided
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before the process is spawned, since only the function value will be closed, not the arguments.
The question becomes, what if the user wishes to send over a function through a channel
and provide the arguments in the remote process instead? In other words: What if we wish
to close the entire function, not just its value? Cloud Haskell at this point does not provide
any easy functions to create such closures, so it must be defined manually.

The following is an example of a closure for a simple function, that is provided a process
id, closed and then sent over such that the remote process can give it an integer and send
that integer back to the given process id:

sendInt :: ProcessId -> Int -> Process ()
sendInt pid x = send pid x

sendIntStatic :: Static (ProcessId -> Int -> Process ())
sendIntStatic = staticLabel "$send"

decodeProcessIdStatic :: Static (ByteString -> ProcessId)
decodeProcessIdStatic = staticLabel "$decodeProcessId"

sendIntClosure :: ProcessId -> Closure (Int -> Process ())
sendIntClosure pid = closure decoder (encode pid)

where
decoder :: Static (ByteString -> Int -> Process ())
decoder = sendIntStatic ‘staticCompose‘ decodeProcessIdStatic

rtable = registerStatic "$send" (toDynamic sendInt)
. registerStatic "$decodeProcessId"

(toDynamic (decode :: ByteString -> ProcessId))

As evident from the example, the process of closing a function follows the general theory.
First, the function is defined with its parameters, then a static version is created, then
a decoder is created for the process id that is provided beforehand, while the integer is
closed as a free top-level variable. Next, the example shows a staticCompose, which allows
for multiple static definitions to be composed, much like functions, as long as the actual
functions can be composed as well. In the end, the composed static function (with a closed
process id as its environment) is closed. At this point, the value of this function, should
it be unclosured, is Int -> Process (). This must be manually defined on the other end.
The use of this function would look the following:

runProcess node $ do
pid <- getSelfPid
clProc <- return $ encode $ sendIntClosure pid
Right f <- return $ ((unclosure rtable $ decode clProc)

:: Either String (Int -> Process ()))
f (5 :: Int)
x <- expect :: Process Int
say $ "int " ++ show x

Here, the node encodes the closure, then tries decoding it and unclosing it. The unclosure
returns an Either monad, which contains either a String with an error message (in case it
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failed) or the function with the type defined above. The function can then be used at will,
as can be seen from the example.

7. Decomposition of Session-Typed Processes

As mentioned before, the goal of this project is to implement the theoretical decomposition
function introduced in [Arslanagic et al., 2019]. This function translates an HO process with
regular typing, described in the previous section, into an HO process, typable with minimal
session types, that is, session types without sequencing.

The key idea is to decompose a process P into a composition of trio processes (or simply
trios). A trio is a process that enacts one action in P. If the process P has k nested actions,
then the decomposed process D(P ) will have k composed processes in parallel. Trios trigger
each other, using what are called propagators, in such a way that the decomposed process
gives the same resulting operation as its original process.

A propagator, denoted by ck, ck + 1 . . . , is a name for carrying a context (such as
variables or abstractions) from one trio to another as well as for triggering other trios. The
terminology stems from [Parrow, 2000].

There are three types of trios. A leading trio is one that receives a context, performs
an action and triggers the next trio. A control trio only activates other trios. And finally,
a degenerate trio is a trio with less than three prefixes, generally used for application to
abstractions or ends of processes.

While D(P ) denotes the entire decomposition of P , there are multiple different steps.
The actual breakdown of a process P however, is denoted by Bkx(P ) and the breakdown of a
value V is denoted by Vkx(V ).

The decomposition and breakdown functions presented in this paper will follow the
core fragment of the actual decomposition function since it is the target of the project’s
implementation. The full function extends to selecting, branching and recursion, which will
not be covered here.

7.1. Decomposition of session types. The definition of these session types is as follows:

U ::= C̃ → � | C̃ ( �
C ::= M | 〈U〉
M ::= end | !〈U〉; end | ?(U); end

The type decomposition function is as follows:
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G(!〈u〉;S) =
{

!〈G(U)〉; end ifS = end
!〈G(U)〉; end,G(S) otherwise

G(?(U);S) =
{

?(G(U)); end ifS = end
?(G(U)); end,G(S) otherwise

G(end) = ε

G(C ( �) = G(C) ( �
G(C → �) = G(C)→ �
G(〈U〉) = 〈G(U)〉

G(S1, . . . , Sn) = G(S1), . . . ,G(Sn)
It decomposes a session type S containing k input/output actions into a list of k minimal
session types. |G(S)| denotes the length of G(S).

The environments are also decomposed based on the following rules:

G(∆, ui : S) = G(∆), (ui, . . . , ui+|G(S)|−1) : G(S)
G(Γ, ui : 〈U〉) = G(Γ), ui : G(〈u〉)
G(Γ, x : U) = G(Γ), x : G(U)
G(Λ, x : U) = G(Λ), x : G(U)

G(∅) = ∅
Here it is important to note that the decomposition function will operate on processes with
indexed names, since they are relevant for sessions, so si will execute the ith action in session
S.

7.2. Decomposition of processes. Before we more on to the actual breakdown function Bkx(·),
which will break down the actual process we are trying to decompose, we must define the
degree of a process and value:

|P | =



|V |+ |Q|+ 1 if P = ui!〈V 〉.Q
|Q|+ 1 if P = ui!〈y〉.Q or P = ui?(y).Q
|V |+ 1 if P = V ui

|P ′| if P = (νs : S)P ′

|Q|+ |R|+ 1 if P = Q|R
1 if P = yui or P = 0

This is important for indexing propagators, as we will see later.
It is also necessary to initialize the names of the process to be decomposed as follows:

Let ũ = (a, b, s, s′, . . . ) be a tuple of names. We shall write init(ũ) to denote the tuple
(a1, b1, s1, s

′
1, . . . ).
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The breakdown function operates on an initialized process. This is important to dis-
tinguish names in different trios, as the same name with multiple uses in the original process
will be translated to multiple names, each in its own trio.

Finally, we can define the decomposition of a process:

Let P be a closed HO process such that u = fn(P ). The decomposition of P , denoted
D(P ), is defined as:

D(P ) = (νc̃)(ck!〈〉.0|Bkε (Pσ))

where: k > 0; c̃ = (ck, ..., ck+|P |−1), o = {init(ũ)/ũ}; and the breakdown function Bkx(·),
where x̃ is a tuple of names, is defined inductively in section 7.3.

7.3. Breakdown function. We move onto the definition of Bkx̃(·) and its corresponding func-
tion for values, Vkx̃ (·). The breakdown function Bkx̃(·) applies different transformations based
on the type information of the current action. It also has a current given context, denoted by
x̃, which contains the free variables of the process, yet to be broken down. It also contains a
variable k for propagator indexing. Its counterpart function Vkx̃ (·) functions in the same way,
only it applies to values. We describe each of their cases next.

Output
Bkx̃(ui!〈V 〉.Q) = ck?(x̃).ui!〈Vk+1

ỹ (V σ)〉.ck+r+1!〈z̃〉.0|Bk+r+1
z̃ (Qσ)

The output case breaks down an output action into a leading trio, mimicking said action,
and a parallel composition with the continued breakdown of the process Q. Here the initial
propagator ck carries the current context and triggers the current action, when it receives its
context, which consists of the free variables of V and Q. The context is split for V and Q into
ỹ and z̃, respectively. The two new contexts get passed into the further decompositions. The
second propagator ck+r+1 activates the next step in the process. The name ui is renamed in
σ = {ui+1/ui} only, if it is linear, meaning it does not appear anymore (except for its dual).
Finally, r = |V | denotes the range of V .

Bkx(ui!〈y〉.Q) = ck?(x̃).ui!〈y〉.ck+r+1!〈x̃′〉.0|Bk+r+1
x̃′ (Qσ)

If u is outputting a variable, the rule is the same, aside from not having to further break
down an abstraction. The variable y must be contained in the context x̃. The further
context x̃′ = fv(Q) might or might not be the same as the previous, depending on whether
y appears in Q.

Input
Bkx̃(ui?(y).Q) = ck?(x̃).ui?(y).ck+1!〈x̃′〉.0|Bk+1

x̃′ (Qσ)

As in the output case, the trio mimics the action and carries over the context, only here the
new context x̃′ possibly extends the original with the input y.
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Application
Bkx̃(V ui) = ck?(x̃).Vk+1

x̃ (V )m̃

The application breakdown consists of a degenerate trio, where the context x̃ is passed
to the abstraction of V . ui : C is decomposed using type information, if ui : C then
m̃ = (ui, . . . , , ui+G(C)−1, where each name in m̃ will perform one action.

Bkx̃(yui) = ck?(x̃).ym̃

In the case of an application to a variable y, which must be an abstraction, we simply apply
m̃ as before. Here, y is already decomposed, when it is initially outputted.

Restriction
Bkx̃((νs : C)P ′) = (νs̃ : G(C))Bkx̃(P ′σ)

In the case of a restriction, the name s is split based on its session type C into a the tuple s̃
of length |G(C)|. If s has a shared type, then the substitution initializes P as σ = {s1/s};
otherwise, if C is a session type, then σ = {s1, s1/s, s}.

Composition
Bkx̃(Q|R) = ck?(x̃).ck+1!〈ỹ〉.ck+r+1!〈z̃〉.0|Bk+1

ỹ (Q)|Bk+r+1
z̃ (R)

In the composition, a leading trio is created, that enacts the two parallel processes. It splits
the context x̃ into the respective contexts of the two processes Q and R.

Inaction
Bkx̃(0) = ck?(x̃).0

Inaction is transformed into a degenerate trio, whose propagator must have an empty context,
so x̃ = ∅.

Value
Vkx̃(λy : C.P ) = λỹ : G(C).(νc̃)ck!〈x̃〉.0|Bkx̃(P{y1/y})

Lastly, when breaking down a value V = λy : C.P , we have a distinction between two cases.
Either the type C of the value is linear or shared. In the case of a shared type C→, we need
to restrict the propagators, since the abstraction is shared (indicated by red text in the
equation). In the case of a linear type C(, this part is not necessary as the propagators in
the abstraction will only appear once. Apart from this, the breakdown is the same in both
cases.

8. Translating the decomposed process to Cloud Haskell

Now that we have introduced both Cloud Haskell and the decomposition function for HO
we would like to implement, we can move on to the main part of this paper. The goal is
to simulate HO processes, that is, decomposed HO processes by automatically translating
them after they have been broken down into trios. This way, the user can write an HO
process in the syntax of MISTY [Arslanagic et al., 2019], a Haskell implementation of the
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decomposition function. The work described in this paper is an extension of MISTY, which
uses its built-in Haskell representation of the decomposed process to translate it into working
code. The result is a working Cloud Haskell program that runs this process.

When designing the implementation there were several decisions to be made such as local
vs. remote processes, how to use channels accordingly, when to spawn said channels, how to
implement abstractions, how to serialize said abstractions and what to keep as their inputs,
etc. This section will go into detail on these design decisions and describe the translation of
each necessary part of the decomposed process into Cloud Haskell code.

8.1. The input. When MISTY decomposes a process, it returns it in the form of a data
structure:

data PProc =
PSend ChannelN [PSendee] PProc

| PRecv ChannelN [VarN] [MinU] PProc
| PApp PAbstr [ChannelN]
| PAppVar VarN [ChannelN]
| PComp [PProc]
| PSelect ChannelN Int PProc
| PBranch ChannelN [PProc]
| PRestr [(ChannelN, MinM)] PProc
| PBinOp Op ChannelN ChannelN ChannelN PProc
| PEnd

Each case describes a part of the HO syntax. PSend represents output, where ChannelN is
the name or channel that is used and PSendee are the values to the sent. PRecv describes
input, where again ChannelN is the used channel and [VarN] are the values received with
their types as [MinU], here MinU stands for minimal types of U (see session typing syntax).
PApp is a direct application of an abstraction, denoted by PAbstr, where [ChannelN] are
the names applied to the abstraction. PAppVar is the application of channels [ChannelN]
to a value VarN that is received over a channel. PComp is parallel composition. PSelect,
PBranch are selecting and branching, which will not be used. PRestr is a restriction, where
[(ChannelN, MinM)] are the corresponding names to be restricted, along with their types.
PBinOp is an addition to the HO syntax. It is basically a binary operation, such as addition,
to add operations such that examples can be made that include manipulating data, rather
than just sending it over channels. Finally, PEnd is the termination.

As is evident by now, the PProc data structure does differentiate between propagators
and other names, or rather, the trios are not explicitly defined. This leads to certain design
decisions for identifying trios within the data structure. A propagator can be inferred from
its name, which is held in ChannelN, though we will see later that it is usually not necessary
to do so.

Apart from the process itself, MISTY also outputs the process’ environment, which
consists of the free names and their respective types: [(ChannelN,ST)].

This list of free names needs to be considered when spawning channels and where to
send them. The actual type of the channels is automatically deduced by Haskell, as will be
explained further.
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8.2. Local vs remote. The first major design decision when creating the Cloud Haskell
process is whether to use remote or local processes. In this project we opted for local
processes for several reasons:
• Firstly, it shortens and simplifies the generated code by a large margin.
• Secondly, functions are still serialized and sent over channels, so the code stays true to
the theoretical model.
• Thirdly, should one decide to use remote processes, then there would have to be a clear
decision in every input process for MISTY as to which trio of the resulting process is
meant to be remotely executed and which is local, which is unnecessary for our purposes
and would only serve to over-complicate the input language.
• Lastly, using local processes avoids the need for establishing channels by passing double

SendPort-s to remote processes and also reduces the complexity of where to spawn and
send channels.

8.3. Overarching structure. The generated code consists of five different parts. The first
most straight forward is the main function, which initializes a node that runs the entire sum
of processes.

Second, are the overarching functions, which initialize channels and pass them to trios.
This includes the master function, which incorporates the environment and the initial
restriction for the propagators, and the specific restriction functions, which generate channels
every time a restriction is present in the decomposed process, that is not the propagator
restriction.

Third are the abstractions and their closures, which initialize their own channels in
certain cases, but more importantly, they contain their trios as well as closure definitions, so
they can be serialized and deserialized.

Fourth are the actual trios, each trio is represented by a single function, which incorpo-
rates up to three channels (depending on the type of trio).

Lastly, there is the RemoteTable, which has definitions for decoding any abstraction
or value that is to be serialized. This is a necessary part of any Cloud Haskell program
involving serialization.

8.4. Establishing and distributing channels. Since channels in Cloud Haskell are declared
during compile-time, but initialized during runtime, there is the question of how to send
them to the proper function to use them. Luckily, the decomposed process only uses each
channel once (as designed to fit minimal session types), so each channel can be initialized in
a separate function, which spawns the two trios that require the two ends of this particular
channel, and sent over once. This is the primary purpose of the master and restriction
functions; otherwise, the trios could simply all be defined in the main function.

8.5. Carrying the context. Another important issue when translating the HO process is
properly carrying over and using the context. Since the context can contain multiple
abstractions, the resulting code requires a data type to carry a list of abstractions as well as
functions to retrieve and remove abstractions from this list. With the help of the Data.List
package this can be done quite easily:
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type Context = [(String, ByteString)]

ctGet :: Context -> [String] -> Context
ctGet ct strs = toList $

filterWithKey (\k _ -> k ‘elem‘ strs) (fromList ct)

ctSub :: Context -> [String] -> Context
ctSub ct strs = toList $

filterWithKey (\k _ -> not (k ‘elem‘ strs)) (fromList ct)

These definitions are included in every output code. Here Context is a list holding
tuples of encoded abstraction closures (ByteString) and their variable names (String).
ctGet takes in the current context and a list of names to retrieve from it. It returns part
of the context specified by the names. If the name list is empty, then it returns an empty
context. ctSub returns the opposite of ctGet. It takes in a list of names and removes
the specified tuples and returns the resulting context. As in HO, the context is carried by
propagators, which must be typed accordingly in specific cases.

8.6. Typing of channels. Although each channel in the decomposed process comes with its
own session type that types the full value it receives or sends, typing when translating to
Haskell is not necessary for the most part as long as the translation is correct. This is due
to Haskell’s automatic type evaluation, which not only evaluates functions but also channel
definitions and since every channel port receives or sends a value, whose type can be deduced
from the semantics. Because of this, most channels types are already known to Haskell.

It is important to note here again that the types of these channel ports are not the same
as the session types for the names in the HO process since they do not directly translate.
What is important for the Cloud Haskell channel, what the Haskell type of its data is, which
is either a ByteString for serialized abstractions, a regular type like a Bool or the Context
type in the case that it is a propagator. The first to cases do not need manual typing, as
Haskell deduces them from their use. The propagators do need to be typed, as there is no
distinction between the context type and other lists in cases where the context is empty.
For this reason, the propagators have their type defined in the trio definitions.

HO session types are important, however, in a different situation. They are needed when
a function is decoded, as the function type (that is, its input and value) must be manually
defined since it always decoded from a ByteString. In particular, it is necessary to know
what the input of the function is, which might be a SendPort or a ReceivePort of a certain
type, a Bool or other basic types, or a combination of those. This is the only case, where
the session types provided in the PProc data structure are needed.

8.7. Initialization of channels. Since there is a network of overarching functions (the master,
restriction and abstraction functions), initializing and properly passing all the channels must
be addressed. Since the channel names are only known in the actual individual values of
the PProc data type, the input structure must be traversed to obtain and initialize them
in the proper place, as two ends of the same channel (the name duals) always appear in
separate ends of the decomposed process; that is, never in the same trio. Due to the three
different properties of the types of names, (propagators, free variables, restricted variables)
the translation must treat each type accordingly:
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• Propagators can be initialized in the closest possible restriction that includes both trios,
which use it. In particular, abstractions have to initialize their own propagators, as
they would otherwise require them as input after being deserialized, which would lead to
unnecessary complexity.
• Environment variables are initialized in the master process, as they appear in different
restrictions.
• Restricted variables are initialized in their respected restrictions, as one would expect.

When a channel is created, it then has to be passed down the tree of restrictions to
its respective trio. This is solved simply by traversing each restriction fully and making
all of the channels it does not initialize itself as parameters, which are defined and written
with the same name in the restriction’s declaration and usage. Luckily, the Haskell name
of the channel can be directly copied from the HO name, which makes passing channels as
parameters quite straightforward, as the code generation simply writes the same name every
time the channel appears.

8.8. Writing and serializing abstractions. Since closures in the decomposed HO process can
contain free names in abstractions, these names must be serialized and closed with the
abstraction itself. In principle, this applies only to the case of SendPort-s, as ReceivePort-s,
as mentioned before, cannot be serialized, and variables can be written into the abstraction
definition itself. For this reason, any abstraction written in the HO language that is to be
translated into Cloud Haskell code cannot contain free names with the intention of receiving
a value. This also makes sense from a theoretical point of view, as that would violate locality
since the abstraction is sent over a channel to different processes.

The serialization and closure of free names in the abstractions must be done manually
as described in the Cloud Haskell section on serialization.

Abstractions that are not sent over channels are not serialized since it does not change
the semantics of the process and avoids redundant code and computation.

8.9. The breakdown function in Cloud Haskell. The translation of trios into processes
follows the core fragment of the breakdown function. The following section is a case by case
comparison of the breakdown function and the translated code.

The code is provided in the table comparing the theoretical description and the respective
code.

Output
Like in the theoretical case, the output code is split into two cases, the abstraction,

and the variable case. In the abstraction case, we can see the analogous propagators and
channel Ui, as well as the misc variables, which are the free variables (SendPort-s and
ReceivePort-s) that have to be closed in the abstraction, since they are not actually part
of the input of the abstraction. encode performs the encoding of the abstraction closure,
where abstr stands for the closure. misc serve as parameters to the closure function. It is
important to note here that the actual names of the abstraction and propagators are not the
same as in the given example, since every trio function, abstraction or restriction for that
matter, has its unique name based on the channels and propagators it uses. The context,
in this case, is simply passed forward. This conflicts with HO as the free variables, which
coincide with the channels that are closed here with the function, should come from the
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context. The translation does not follow HO completely here because ReceivePort-s can
also appear in the free variables, so they could not have been sent over in the context.

The variable case is much simpler. The name of the variable to be sent is hard-coded as
it is predefined in the HO process. The ctGet and ctSub functions are used to separate it
from the context and the remainder is sent forward.

Input
The input case does not deviate much from the theoretical case. The y variable is

received through the appropriate channel and is sent forward through the context by the
next propagator. The name of this variable is deduced during translation and hard-coded
into the trio.

Application
There are two cases for application. Abstraction application and variable application.

In the first case, the abstraction itself is defined as a normal function as there is no need to
enclosure it. The context and input both get passed to it as parameters. The input M might
partially or fully consist of channels, in which case they are passed as parameters to the trio
from where they are spawned. Booleans are hard-coded into the trio.

The second case, where the abstraction comes in the form of a variable is more com-
plicated. Here, as in theory, the abstraction is the context, which is why it comes through
the propagator, after which it needs to be decoded. The abstraction is in the form of a
ByteString and must have its type manually defined in this function. In this particular
example, the abstraction has one input channel, which is a SendPort ByteString. Once
the abstraction is decoded, it has to be unclosured. In this case, the rtable is added as a
parameter, since it contains the necessary information to retrieve the proper function. The
function is returned in the form of an Either monad. The Right value is assumed here
since the input process is assumed reducible and the code executable. The input for the
abstraction is passed and added the same way as in the first case.

Restriction
The restriction differs from the trios much like in theory. It is one of the overarching

functions, meaning it spawns channels and processes. The restriction function receives the
free variables of P ′ as parameters, which includes both propagators and other names.

As a side note, the master function, which starts the entirety of the decomposed process,
is in practice a restriction function for the propagators.

Composition
The composition is much the same as the output variable case. It receives, splits and

sends the context to two different processes.

Inaction
The inaction is the simplest case. It takes the ending propagator as a parameter and

receives an empty context. The text output is added mostly for signaling the Haskell code
has properly executed, in real cases it contains some unique message, describing, which
particular trio or process has ended.
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P Bkx̃(P ) Cloud Haskell

ui!〈V 〉.Q
ck?(x̃).
ui!〈V k+1

ỹ (V σ)〉.
ck+r+1!〈z̃〉.0|Bk+r+1

z̃ (Qσ)

trioSend Ck Ui Ckr1 misc = do
ct <- receiveChan Ck :: Process Context
sendChan Ui (encode $ abstr misc )
sendChan Ckr1 ct

ui!〈y〉.Q
ck?(x̃).
ui!〈y〉.
ck+1!〈x̃′〉.0|Bk+1

x̃′ (Qσ)

trioSend Ck Ui Ck1 = do
ct <- receiveChan Ck :: Process Context
sendChan Ui $ ctGet ct [name]
sendChan Ck1 $ ctSub ct [name]

ui?(y).Q
ck?(x̃).
ui?(y).
ck+1!〈x̃′〉.0|Bk+1

x̃′ (Qσ)

trioRecv Ck Ui Ck1 = do
ct <- receiveChan Ck :: Process Context
y <- receiveChan Ui :: Process ByteString
sendChan Ck1 $ ct ++ [("y",y)]

V ui ck?(x̃).Vk+1
x̃ (V )m̃

trioApp Ck M = do
ct <- receiveChan Ck :: Process Context
abstraction ct M

abstraction ct M = do ...

yui ck?(x̃).ym̃

trioAppVar Ck m = do
ct <- receiveChan Ck :: Process Context
Right proc <-

return $ unclosure rtable $
(decode (snd $ head ct) ::
Closure ( ... -> Process ()))

proc m

(νs : C)P ′ (νs̃ : G(C))Bkx̃(P ′σ)

restriction ... = do
(s0S,s0R) <- newChan

spawnLocal $ trioSend1 c1R c2S c11S
spawnLocal $ trioSend2 c2R s0S c5S
spawnLocal $ trioRecv1 c5R mR c6S
...

Q|R
ck?(x̃).
ck+1!〈ỹ〉.ck+r+1!〈z̃〉.0
|Bk+1
ỹ (Q)|Bk+r+1

z̃ (R)

trioSend Ck Ck1 Ckr1 = do
ct <- receiveChan Ck :: Process Context
sendChan Ck1 $ ctGet ct [...]
sendChan Ckr1 $ ctSub ct [...]

0 ck?(x̃).0
trioEnd Ck = do

_ <- receiveChan Ck
say $ "End of process"

Table 1: HO decomposition and Cloud Haskell code
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Abstraction closure
Finally, there is also the closure definition for the abstraction itself, which again, is used

only for abstractions that have to be encoded.

closedAbstraction M y = do
...

closedAbstractionStatic = staticLabel "$closedAbstraction"
closedAbstractionParams = staticLabel "$closedAbstractionParams"
closedAbstractionClosure params = closure decoder (encode params)

where
decoder = closedAbstractionStatic

‘staticCompose‘ closedAbstractionParams

rtable = registerStatic "$closedAbstraction" (toDynamic closedAbstraction)
. registerStatic "$closedAbstractionParams"
...

The abstraction closedAbstraction also consists of additional trio functions; here we
are only looking at the closure definition. The definition consists of a static definition for
the abstraction function and its parameters, which need to be closed with it, followed by the
closure definition. This definition composes the static definitions first and then enclosures
the entirety of the abstraction. The static label $closedAbstraction and its analogous
parameter label are used as keys in the rtable to access pointers to the function, which
tells the unclosure function, where to find it.

The parameters are always closed as one variable, which is a tuple in the case of multiple
parameters.

9. Conclusion

Session types and process calculi are a useful way of formalizing communication in distributed
systems. As distributed languages continue to adapt to current developer demands, the
inclusion of proper session types or even process calculi systems might prove a valuable
tool. The decomposition and translation of HO give insight into the minimal requirements
for typing communication in these environments. In this project, we not only explored
the usability of HO, but also the feasibility of Cloud Haskell serving as a distributed
communication language. We made several observations in the course of this project.

Session types provide a helpful framework for the process for safe and predictable
communication.

Session type implementation differs greatly from proper process calculi implementation
and, although the original goal was to implement session types into Cloud Haskell, the
implementation of a calculus such as HO as a communication formalization tool into a
distributed language would give much greater control over said communication.

We based our decision to use Cloud Haskell for this application partially on the work by
[van Walree, 2017], which explored implementing Session Types directly as a Haskell library
which is currently accessible at [http://hackage.haskell.org/package/sessiontypes].
We conclude that Cloud Haskell, although providing all of the necessary tools for this
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purpose, is not the best-suited framework for the job as its notion of channels does not
complement HO names. There are several reasons for this:
• Firstly, channels in Cloud Haskell are one way, making communication considerably more
restricted than what can be done in theory in HO.
• Secondly, Cloud Haskell has a significant disadvantage to other languages that are used for
distributed programming in that it requires the same source code to run on all machines
involved in the system. This is understandable as Haskell was not originally designed for
distributed systems and Cloud Haskell is simply a domain-specific language built on top
of Haskell, while also focusing on parallel computation rather than asymmetric distributed
systems such as client-server systems.
• Finally, it requires a great deal of manual coding of closures, since the Template Haskell
functions, which were designed to shorten the work, are not extensive enough to give the
full control over serialization to the user.

While the chosen framework was not ideal, the implementation of such a calculus into a
distributed language, with extensive automatic code generation would allow for very quick
communication programming, as it would shorten the work required to write the actual
communication and confirm its safety and liveness. Such an implementation would benefit
considerably from a solver algorithm, which would automatically try to reduce the written
process and ascertain that it is indeed reducible and therefore correct.

While we did manage to create working Cloud Haskell code in the span of this project,
there is of course room for improvement. Here are a few things that could be done further
or have been done better:
• The code could have been extended to local and remote processes to further explore the
feasibility of Cloud Haskell for distributed systems.
• Different frameworks could have been explored and compared before deciding on one.
• Added practical functions can be provided to the implementation of HO calculus to give
a more extensive simulation of a distributed system using it. In particular, it can be
integrated with actual Haskell code to embed it and make it usable as a means of writing
communication.
• The input language for MISTY can be extended to better represent HO visually and
intuitively.
To give a final conclusion, HO and other process calculi, as well as normal session types,

provide a novel and efficient way of writing communication. Cloud Haskell was used to give
a real implementation of a specific subset of HO processes, that can be typed using minimal
session types, which are available in certain distributed languages, such as Go. The code
given by the translation of the HO process simulates it in real-time.
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